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Foreword
Many thanks for your interest in this software. It has been designed to expand the capabilities your
STUDIO ELECTRONICS Omega / C.O.D.E., and improve your creativity by providing extra features not
standard on your synth.

No firmware update of your synth is needed to run this software.
OmegaCODEeditor gives you full MIDI control of your instrument. This software comes as a standalone
app and a plugin, available for Windows and Mac platforms. In this manual, you will find all
instructions on how to use them. Please note that OmegaCODEeditor does not generate sound, but
only addresses MIDI & SysEx data.
The standalone app is designed to ease sound design and library management, whereas the plugin is
designed to ease the use of the synth in your audio projects with your preferred DAW.
We wish you lots of fun with OmegaCODEeditor and hope this will allow you to rediscover all the
wealth of your Omega / C.O.D.E. synth.
In case you need support about this software, email software-support@studioelectronics.com.

Special thanks to Dan for his precious contribution to improve the quality of this manual.
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Installation of the software & upgrade procedure
Newcomers, proceed with the installation package corresponding to your platform. The package
installs all components at once (standalone and plugin). Once the installation completed, refer to
detailed instructions in sections I & II of this manual to know how to configure the software and get
started.
For full functionality and support, unlock the software by sending your product ID to softwaresupport@studioelectronics.com (see in this manual § III.8 to know how to get your product ID).

If you are upgrading from version 1, install the new version choosing the same installation folder as
version 1. The upgrade procedure of your existing synth banks will be completed the first time you
launch the software. Following installation, launch the standalone app to preserve your work saved in
version 1 of the standalone app.
For audio projects using the plugin, automations are preserved but not the patch/bank selection (see
below). A message will be displayed to confirm that the upgrade procedure was successful. Questions
concerning installation should be directed to software-support@studioelectronics.com.
NOTE: following the installation of the new version, the patch/bank selection in your audio projects
will be lost. The plugin will select bank A, patch 1, then you’ll need to redo your patch/bank
selections and any needed parameters tweaks.
To unlock the new features of the software, email your v2.0 product ID to softwaresupport@studioelectronics.com.
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New in version 2.0.
Here are the new features provided with this version.
STANDALONE APPLICATION:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pressing computer’s keyboard shift key while left clicking is equivalent to right clicking.
Drag upward to increase the value of a parameter works now for Mac users.
Session is automatically saved every minute and at exit.
Save operation during multi edit is now improved. Patch and bank selection are allowed.
2 user interfaces are available: the CODE face and the Omega black face. To switch between these
2 UIs, Mac users have to mouse click while pressing the shift key and the Alt key (Option-key is Altkey on a Mac) to the right of the computer’s keyboard. Windows users have to mouse click while
pressing the shift key and the Ctrl key to the right of the computer’s keyboard. In the Omega UI,
the Arpeggiator section is disabled.
It is now possible to initialize a multi with a predefined LAYER4+4 pattern.
It is now possible to classify patch sounds into 15 different categories and to browse banks with a
filter for a selected category. It is also possible to browse multi bank using a filter (PREPARED,
LAYER, SPLIT, MULTICHAN, FIREMODE & POLYFLEX).
Patches and multi banks can be exported / imported as sysex files.
Import a single patch from the synth module to the software is now possible (see § II.2).
A MIDI clock generator is included and automatically starts and stops depending on the current
patch or multi settings.
A new functionality called multi lab, allows to dynamically build 2 kinds of multi firemode and
polyflex (see § IV.1 for details).
A new functionality called patch blender is now included to ease sound creation (see § IV.2 for
details).

PLUGIN:
•
•
•

•
•

The plugin is available as 64bits VSTi and Audio Unit for OSX, 32 & 64 bits VSTi for Windows.
The plugin automatically adopts the UI chosen for the standalone app (CODE or Omega).
You can reset* your plugin to its original state at any time by clicking the on-off switch button. This
will resend patch/bank selection and parameters' tweaks corresponding to the initial state of the
plugin when your DAW project was loaded.
MIDI CC assigned to sound parameters using the MIDI learn feature of the standalone app are now
properly interpreted by the plugin.
The plugin automatically detects polyflex multi and plays accordingly** (see IV.1 for details).

(*) except for Ableton Live.
(**) if your DAW simultaneously outputs MIDI data to multiple MIDI channels
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I - First thing to do following installation
Launch the standalone app. You will get a blinking “SOUND MODULE NOT CONNECTED” in the title bar.
This alert is raised each time MIDI connections are not properly set up between the standalone app
and your synth (bidirectional dialog is required).

This is how your setup should look like

To reflect your setup in the corresponding MIDI configuration view of the software, click the global
button:

blinking title…

use this button
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choose in the list, the MIDI port
receiving data from your synth
choose in the list, the MIDI port
sending data to your synth

choose in the list, the MIDI port
receiving data from your keyboard
If any, choose in the list, the MIDI port
receiving data from another keyboard
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click this button to
complete the
configuration

Ensure the number of voices is set
accordingly to your synth configuration.
Left click to increase, right click to
decrease
Same for the number of filters and the
MIDI channel

Set this parameter to ‘No’ to
disable the MIDI clock generator

Keep in mind that, as long as this view remains opened, MIDI interactions are frozen

Once your MIDI configuration is completed, do a quick test to ensure all is ready to work:
•
•

click the virtual Qknob, this should change the patch selection of the synth,
if you have defined a MIDI port for a keyboard, play your keyboard.

If successful with these tests, you are ready to feed the software with your synth data.
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II - Feed the software with your synth data
II.1 Full bank import
Less than 2 minutes are needed to perform all the operations allowing dumping the 5 banks of your
synth down to the software. These operations can be completed solely by the standalone app, not the
plugin.
Proceed as follow:
•

right click the label “NOT INITIALIZE” in the display and choose in the contextual menu option
“receive bank”,

right click here …
then, select this option

•

a message is displayed onto the front panel of your synth, detailing the operations to perform

•

Perform the 3 actions as requested and wait around 10s while data are recorded by the
software,
When all the data are received by the software, the message box vanishes and the display
shows the patch number and corresponding name.

•
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Left click to switch to
next bank. Right click
for previous bank

•

Repeat the same operations for each bank of your synth.

Now that you have downloaded the 5 banks into the software, you can operate your synth from the
software, 99.9% of the time. Your synth is now under your computer’s control. The only operations
you will need to perform on the front panel of your synth are: the accu-tune procedure, setting the
number of voices and the number of filters or the MIDI channel. All other operations can be performed
from the software.
Both the software and the front panel of the synth can be used at the same time, as long as operations
performed on the front panel of the synth are done using controllers that are sending MIDI CC (see
below illustration).
The software is watching the MIDI CC coming from the synth and interprets it in order to apply the
changes to the computer's memory as if it were done using the software as such.

In order to ensure that the software
and the synth always remain in sync,
don’t use build in menus of your synth
(except when specified). You can use
the pots and switches of the synth's
front panel that are sending MIDI CC
(see picture).
Take care to never change the bank or
patch position using the front panel of
your synth.
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II.2 Single patch import
Single patch import is not allowed before having completed the full bank import. This feature is mostly
intended to allow you to retrofit a patch edit done outside the control of the standalone app.
This procedure is automatically triggered when the standalone app receives a patch sysex buffer from
your synth (no menu option to use). This feature is not offered for multi.
Remember that, if you edit a patch outside the control of the software and then switch to another
position, you lose your edits. So, when working outside the control of the software, remember to save
your work using the usual command on the front panel of your synth.
To import a single patch, follow the procedure below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

turn off your synth,
launch the standalone app,
using the software, select the patch/bank position where you want to import the edited patch,
switch on your synth,
using the front panel of your synth, select the patch you want to retrofit,
using the front panel of your synth, press the “utility” button 4 times, then press “save”,

Press 4 times
here …
… then press
here.

•

when the patch is received by the software, you are asked to confirm the operation,

•

once the operation completed, patch/bank position of the app and the synth are again in sync.
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III – Using the standalone app
III.1 – Sound edition
OmegaCODEeditor provides an intuitive GUI (Graphical User Interface) enabling immediate access to
all synth parameters, eases banks' exploration, and vastly simplifies the process of sound edition.
In a general, you can interact with the software the same way you interact with the real front panel of
your synth.
To edit a sound parameter value, move your mouse over the desired parameter. Click on it to increase
its value by 1, or use your mouse wheel to increase/decrease the value, or click and drag (upward or
downward). Clicking on a switch, toggles between on / off.
To get to the whole set of parameters, use the virtual extended panel.
Press the space bar
of your computer’s
keyboard to open
the extended panel.
This panel lets you
review all sound
parameters at a
glance. Press the
space bar again bar
to
hide
the
extended
panel.
Clicking any of the
edit buttons gives
you the same result.
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To switch from
Sound Parameters
view
to
Bank
Explorer view, click
in the display.
Click the Qknob (or
click and drag) to
change the current
position in the
bank. Alternatively,
you can click the
desired position in
the list displayed in
the extended panel.

click here to toggle between
the bank view and the
sound parameters view

Except when specified, you can use the direction arrows of your computer's keyboard to browse the
current bank. The patch (or multi) selection on the synth is set accordingly in real time. Page-down-key
switches current bank to next bank (page-up-key switches to previous bank).
At the bottom of the bank list view, you can choose a category. This will color-highlight the sounds of
the selected category. This filter remains active when moving to another bank.
In the extended panel, you can edit any of the parameters displayed. For banks A and B, there is a
limitation in parameter editing. In the picture below, you’ll see that some of the parameters have an
embossed display, whereas others do not. Only parameters with embossed display can be edited. This
limitation only exists for banks A and B, due to the fact that these 2 banks only accept MIDI CC
interactions. Sysex messages are not allowed for read-only banks.

In the view above, pay attention to the small graphic artifacts to the left of each parameter (a white
dot or a red dot) and in some cases, to the right of the parameter (a triangle).
About the category (top right in the extended panel), this parameter can be set and is memorised for
any kind of patch bank (ROM, RAM or HDD).
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Parameters with red dot to the left are those with MIDI CC assigned
by default (see C.O.D.E. documentation page 11). Right click on the
red dot and explore the contextual menu.
When the dot is white, it means that no MIDI CC is assigned to this
parameter, but you can assign one very easily. Open the contextual
menu with a right click on the white dot and select learn option.
Then, tweak any MIDI controller and, from now on, the value of the
parameter will vary accordingly with the MIDI controller action.
You can use the same MIDI controller for several parameters.
The triangle to the right of a parameter means that a list of values is
available. Click the triangle to open the list and choose the desired
value.

The software remains synced with the synth in real time by the means of MIDI CC and sysex messages.
All edits are captured and replicated to the synth, several times per second. You can perform edits
while playing and listening to the result.
III.2 - About the MIDI clock generator
This software implements a MIDI clock generator. Depending on the current patch (or multi) settings,
the clock automatically starts and stops. Depicted below are the parameters that are triggering it. If
one of these parameters is set to a value different than 'SELF', the MIDI clock is automatically triggered
and the bpm parameter is displayed (default value is 100).

The MIDI clock bpm varies automatically according to the patches' settings. It means that, in addition
to automatically starting and stoping depending on the patch parameters, the clock tempo
automatically adopt the bpm defined for the current patch (or multi). MIDI clock tempo can vary from
30 to 278 bpm. Keep in mind that as long as an LFO is synced to the MIDI clock, modifying the rate of
this LFO has no effect.
If you are using a MIDI controller sending MIDI clock signal (ex : ARTURIA BeatStep), it is strongly
recommended that you disable the internal MIDI clock generator of the software (see section I - global
setting view).
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III.3 – Comparison function
Your synth’s data are managed in 2 layers called edited and programmed layer. It’s always possible to
compare the edited patch (or multi) with its un-edited corresponding version.
As soon as you edit a patch or a multi, the compare button gets blinking (on the UI of the software, not
on the front panel of your synth). Press the compare button and you will then hear the un-edited
originally saved patch. Press it to get back to the edited patch
No risk to lose edits. If you move to another position in the bank then be back, you will retrieve your
sound with all the edits. Nothing is lost, even for banks A and B.

The memory of your
synth is in sync with
the “edited layer”,
except when using
the compare button
and solely for the
current patch (or
multi).
main principles of the multi-layered concept
When using the compare button, the current patch (or multi) is updated with the "programmed" layer.
In the extended panel, the modified parameters are blinking, letting you know which parameters were
changed from and their initial values.

here are the initial values of
the modified parameters

MIDI clock bpm and patch category are not managed in 2 different layers. The compare feature is not
applicable for them.

Keep in mind that when a session is closed, the memory of your synth reflects the edited layer.
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III.4 – Working with banks
This software allows to copy, paste, move, rename, initialize patch and multi, and to do lots of other
things in an easy way.
These features are available with a contextual menu displayed with a right click on the display as
depicted below (menu available as well with a right click on the background of the extended panel).

Options greyed in the contextual menu, are available depending on the context

Option
select bank

rename

copy

paste

swap

initialize

blender
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description
When moving your mouse over this menu option, a submenu is opened which lets
you choose one of the 9 available banks (see next paragraph to know more about
the 4 hard drive banks available in addition to the 5 internal banks of your synth).
When selected, you get a blinking cursor in the display under the first letter of the
name. Use your computer’s keyboard to give it a new name. You can use upper and
lower cases (some characters are not allowed). You can use left and right arrows to
move the cursor. When completed, use ENTER or ESC key on your computer’s
keyboard. If you are not inspired to come up with a new name, use the key TAB. The
software will generate a random name.
rename is not available for ROM banks
With this option you are preparing to copy a patch (or multi) in another position in
the same bank or in another bank. To complete the operation, use paste or swap
options.
This option allows pasting (duplicate) the patch (or multi) previously copied to the
current position.
paste is not available for ROM banks
This option moves the previously copied patch (or multi) to the current position and
vice versa.
swap is not allowed between ROM and RAM banks nor between patch and multi
When moving over this option, a sub-menu is displayed where you can choose
between 5 different initial sounds for patch and a single option for multi.
initialize is not available for ROM banks.
When moving over this option, a sub-menu is displayed where you can set seed#1,
seed#2 or stop blender operations (see § IV.2 to know more on how to proceed with
the blender functionality).
blender is not available for multi bank.
OmegaCODEeditor user manual
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Option
multi lab

recover

save …

receive
bank

export
sysex

import
sysex

mount on…
/

description
When moving over this option, 2 options are proposed in a sub-menu allowing you
to dynamically build a firemode or a polyflex multi (see § IV.1 for details).
multi lab is not available for HDD banks.
Erase all edits (allows you to recover the original patch or multi). A recover operation
performed for an unsaved firemode or polyflex (name is blinking), not only recovers
the multi position, but also returns back to the patch/bank position from which the
firemode (or polyflex) was created.
This option allow you to save your edits in the same position or in another position
in the same bank or in another bank. You can proceed merely as you would do on
the front panel of your synth.
You cannot choose a ROM bank as a save destination
When selecting this option, you are about to initialize the current software bank with
the corresponding bank of the synth. Follow the instructions displayed. Be aware
that when completed, it is not possible to revert this operation.
In case you want to import a single patch from your synth into the software, refer to
§ II.2 for details.
When selecting this option, the current bank is exported as a sysex file with 2
additional files (.xys and .txt) respectively containing the additional information
related to sound categories and MIDI clock bpm and a text file with the names of
each entry of the exported bank. At the end of the export operation, you can locate
the file created in the Mac finder or the Windows explorer.
If you press Left shift on your computer’s keyboard when selecting this menu,
instead of exporting the current bank, you open the folder (in OSX finder or Win
explorer) used for sysex import/export operations.
When selecting this option, a sub-menu is displayed where you can choose one of
the available sysex file. When the file name is prefixed with a ‘*’, it means that
additional data referring to sound categories and MIDI clock bpm are available for
the file and will be loaded as well.
If no file is found in the folder used for import/export, this menu option is disabled.
“mount on…” menu option is available solely for HDD banks. It allows you to
temporarily load a HDD bank into bank C or D. Bank C or D will be restored later,
using the unmounts command (see below).
When bank C or D is loaded with a HDD bank, a small red
sign is displayed at the top left corner of the display. When
mounted, a HDD bank is locked (greyed in the banks list).

unmount
To recover bank C or D to initial state, use the “unmount” menu option. This fully
restores bank C or D and the HDD bank.
mount and unmount menu options are available solely when relevant
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An additional feature is available only in the bank list view in the extended panel. You can click the
name of a patch (or a multi), drag and drop it inside the same page in another position. This is a
convenient way to swap 2 positions in the same bank page.
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III.5 - Hard drive banks
OmegaCODEeditor provides extended memory capabilities by allowing you to work with 4 patch banks
managed on the hard drive of the computer. This means that with this software, you can work with 9
banks in total, 8 patch banks and 1 multi bank.
2 of these hard drive banks are pre filled with typical analog sounds (HDD 1 bank – bank built
exclusively using the blender feature), and tons of blips, drones and FX sounds (HDD 2 bank). The 2 last
banks, HDD 3 & 4 are empty.
These 4 supplementary banks are available once the internal synth’s banks dumped to the software,
not before.

You can work with these 4 hard drive banks in the same manner as the other banks with one
noticeable difference. As HDD banks are not stored into your synth's memory, when a software
session is closed no trace of HDD banks will remain in your synth.
2 menu options dedicated to HDD banks let you store them into your synth’s memory, for instance, in
preparation of a performance or to make them visible from the plugin in an audio project:
•

mount on… : choose between bank C and bank D to load the current HDD bank into your
synth’s memory. Don't worry about the original content of bank C or D. Nothing is lost due to
mount operation (see below “unmount”). Loading an HHD bank into the synth’s memory
requires around 10 seconds, during which time software operations are frozen. Once an HDD
bank is loaded to the synth’s memory, it becomes unavailable in the banks list (submenu
option greyed).

•

unmount : solely available for bank C or D, this menu option allows you to restore the synth’s
memory to its initial state and recover the original content of bank C or D.
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III.6 - Never again you will sweat while designing multi
Multi allows combining several patches in 4 different ways:
•
•
•
•

PREPARED
SPLIT
LAYER
MULTICHAN

Think of a multi as a super patch. The 4 different flavors are presented in detail below. A multi is a
great feature that allows you to break the limitations of patches and sound programming.
As soon as you become familiar with the different multi types, it’s pretty straightforward to know how
to use the software.
multi type
PREPARED

SPLIT

LAYER
MULTICHAN

description
There are 3 ways to use this multi type, 1 as unison, 2 as polyphonic
1. Stack several patches in unison mode. This is achieved by choosing a patch
that is already unison for the first part of this multi. The number of voices
of the multi will correspond to the number of voices of the unison defined
for the patch. Each note played will trigger all voice cards at once.
2. Cycle through patches as per note played. This is achieved by selecting (for
the first part of the multi) a patch that is not in unison and with the VMOD
parameter set to CYCLE. The number of parts for such multi type depends
on the number of voice cards in your synth.
3. Same as above, except that you have to choose a patch with VMOD
parameter set to NOTE for the first part. In this case, voice cards are played
simultaneously per the number of notes. The first note played always
triggers the first voice card.
Here, the first part of this multi is always assigned to the first voice card and is
triggered by the lower part of your keyboard according to the split point setting. All
other available voice cards are assigned to the second part of this multi and are
played in polyphonic mode, triggered by the upper part of the keyboard defined by
the split point setting (including the split point).
This multi type allows stacking 2 patches in polyphonic mode. According to the
number of voice cards fitted in your synth, half are allocated to the first part of the
multi, and half to the second part of the multi.
This last multi type is very powerful and offers lots of possibilities. It allows you to
define the number of parts composing the multi, the number of voices assigned to
each part (up to the limit of the number of voice cards fitted into your synth) and
how each part is played, in unison or polyphonic mode. The first part is assigned to
the base MIDI channel you have defined for your synth. The second part is assigned
to the next MIDI channel, and so on. Contrary to the other multi types,
MULTICHAN doesn’t allow to set the volume of each part.
In order to ease the design process of MULTICHAN, and because each part is
assigned to a specific MIDI channel, when you move your mouse pointer over a
given part in the extended panel view, the MIDI channel is automatically switched,
so while playing your keyboard you’re listening to the part you’re pointing at.
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The content of the extended panel for a multi varies according to the multi type selected. Some of the
parameters displayed in this view are embossed whereas others aren't. Solely embossed ones can be
edited. As for patches multi edits are replicated in real time to the synth, exclusively by the means of
sysex messages. You can play while editing in order to listen to the result.

1

2

3

4

7

6
5

multi layout details
1.

Multi type
a. In case of SPLIT, one additional parameter is displayed underneath, showing the split point. A
specific menu option is available to setup the split point with a left click on the white dot.
When selected, the next keystroke defines the split point.
b. In case of PREPARED, two additional parameters are displayed underneath when the first
part defined for this multi is a unison. In this case, the number of parts allocated to the multi
corresponds to the number of voices played in unison for the selected patch.
2. Part parameters: the number of part displayed and the number of voices allocated to each part
depends on several details. The number of voices allocated to a part can be edited solely for
MULTICHAN. If the bank parameter is blinking, it means that the selected patch belongs to bank A
or B and has been edited. Since it is not possible to save a ROM bank position, this blinking
indicates that you might not hear the expected sound for this part. Recommendation is to save
this ROM bank position in a RAM bank position. This is easy to achieve using the graphic artifact
to the right of the patch label (see below for details).
3. Panning parameters wave, key and sync in a part are imported from the patch selected for this
part.
4. Panning parameters pos, rate and depth are defined per voice cards and are specific to the multi.
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5. This section gives an overview of the patch parameters related to the dynamic modulations of
each part involved in the multi (modwhl, bend, press and dyna). You can greatly improve
expressiveness of your multi by combining these parameters.
6. If a MULTI involves a patch synced to the MIDI clock, a bpm parameter is displayed and the MIDI
clock automatically starts. MULTI layering 2 patches with modulations synced to the MIDI clock can
produce gorgeous results.
7. If you include in your multi, a patch from bank A or B that has been modified, the letter (A or B)
will blink. This means that you will not get the expected result with your multi. This is due to the
fact that ROM banks can't be updated using sysex. Save this patch into a RAM bank (C or D). You
can do this from the multi view, using the feature explained below.
While building a multi, you might need to rework a sound patch associated with this multi. You can do
this by using the tool available to the right of the patch label in the multi view.

Click here to edit the patch

Clicking this tool puts you into patch detail view, allowing you to rework it. While in this particular edit
mode, the display is blinking in black & white and you cannot move to another patch position (except
during save operation – see below).
To leave this edit mode and return to the multi view, click in the display. Before returning to the multi,
you can save the modified patch in the same position or in a new position (thus erasing another
patch). Doing so, the multi will take this operation into account and✓ automatically refer to the new
patch position. Remember that a multi cannot involve a HDD patch.

Click the display to go back
to the multi view

While editing a multi, if needed, press the UNISON button to send a MIDI ALL NOTES OFF message to
the synth.
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III.7 - About the filter control section of the C.O.D.E.
This section provides actions especially useful during
performances. The parameters of this section are volatile (not
memorized), except one, the mode selected.

Left action switch
Right action switch

The far left switch allows to choose between 3 different modes. Each mode
determines an action for the left potentiometer and the 2 most right switches (see
below table).

mode 1

potentiometer action
sweeps through filter
types according to
sequences defined below

left action switch

right action switch

decreases filter frequency
by a fixed value

increases filter cutoff
frequency by a fixed value

mode 2

Same as above

increases envelope 1
amount by a fixed value

increases filter resonance
by a fixed value

mode 3

Set the envelope 1 delay

inverts filter envelope

decreases filter (env 1)
decay time by a fixed value

Filter Control Sequences are referenced this way: SEM LP = 1, SEM BP = 2, SEM HP = 3, SEM BR = 4,
MINI = 5, AUX 1 = 6, AUX 2 = 7. Depending on your synth's configuration, the 16 steps sequences are:
for Units with SEM and MINI : 1234513524153125
for Units with SEM, MINI and AUX1 (filter slot 3): 1234564251361425
for Units with SEM, MINI, AUX1 and AUX2 (filter slot 4): 1357462514273617

Something to be aware of concerning the filter control section of your CODE. Either with the
standalone or the plugin, you might notice that when pressing the left action switch (or the right), the
corresponding switch on the front panel of your synth doesn't light up. No worry, your CODE has
received and logged the command.
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III.8 - Few things more to be aware of
To end a session, you can either use the close button of the window or click the on-off switch button.
You are prompted to confirm before exiting. All settings and all edits are saved for the 9 banks at exit.

Next time you launch the software the window will reopen exactly where you were in your last
session. In the event that your synth programming has been modified, outside the control of the
software, you can re-import the modified bank or patch, but settings related to sound category and
MIDI bpm will be lost.
Good to know: if you try to end a session during blender operation, you will be prompted to end the
blender process.
With a right click on the on-off switch, 3 menu
options are proposed:
• about: tells you which version you are running.
• online help: opens in your browser the
product’s web page where to find help.
• product id: displays your product id (required
to get your product key and unlock all the
functionalities).
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IV – Standalone app advanced features
IV.1 – Multi lab
The ‘multi lab’ menu implements a scripting
feature that dynamically builds two particular
multis:
•
•

firemode : which is a LAYER4+4 multi
polyflex: which is a MULTICHAN multi

When choosing one of these two menu options,
you immediately switch from the current patch
bank position to the last position of the bank E
and a multi is automatically programmed (see
below for details).
This two menu options have been designed to ease experimentation. It’s quick and easy to give it a try
and listen to the result you can obtain with firemode and polyflex. For a given patch, choose 'build
firemode' (or 'build polyflex'), play, listen to the result and then use the menu option 'recover'. You will
return back to the patch from which you started. If you appreciate the result, before recovering, save
the multi to another position in the multi bank (preferably, not the last position in the bank which is
used as a sandbox for firemode and polyflex).

Illustrated below is a multi programmed in ‘firemode’. The selected patch is layered twice, panned
hard left & right. That’s it! Depending on settings, this can result in a patch with a very wide stereo
image.

firemode example
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For polyflex, the programmed multi is a MULTICHAN that uses the same patch on each voice card of
the synth (see illustration below).

polyflex example
A specific playing mode is associated with polyflex (implemented both by the standalone app and the
plugin). If you play a single note, all your synth voices will be triggered in unison. If you play a second
note without releasing the first one, half of the voices assigned to the first note will be released and
reallocated to the second note. If you now release the first note played, the second note will still play
but will not receive the voices released by the first note. If you continue with the second note and you
play a new note, the free voices will all be allocated to this new note. And so on. You can play as many
different notes as the number of voices you have in your synth. This particular playing mode allows
playing huge lead parts, powerful chords and very interesting glide effects.

Firemode and polyflex are recognized as filter category in the multi bank list view.
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IV.2 – Blender
The patch blender tool facilitates the creation of sounds in a completely original manner and can
provide very exciting resultats with great ease, often by simply using the mod wheel and your
computer’s keyboard TAB key. To start blending patches, follow the steps below:
Using the patch blender menu options, select a first
patch (seed). Seed#1 can’t be selected from ROM
banks A and B.

Once seed#1 is chosen, the display changes to
something like this:
seed#1 set to C008, waiting for seed#2 to
be defined. Currently browsing bank C.
Move to another patch / another bank and set
seed#2. For seed#2, ROM banks are allowed.

•

Better results are obtained if you choose
2 seeds that sound quite different.

Once the 2 seeds are chosen, this is how will look in
the display. You are now ready to start blending
operations.
This logo indicates that the mod wheel is
acting as the main command for blending.
Press the spacebar to retrieve the usual mod
wheel behaviour.
This field lets you see where the blending
process stands.
This counter is incremented each time you
press the TAB key on your computer’s
keyboard.
The main command for blending patches is the mod wheel of your keyboard. You can use also, the
Qknob of the UI to drive the blending process. All along blending operations, your synth module is
updated several times per seconds allowing listening to the result in real time.
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Interpreting the content of the display:
You are at the beginning of a new blending process. The attempts’
counter, bottom right, at 000, tells that the 2 selected seeds
correspond to the 2 patches you initially chose (in this example patch
9 in bank C and patch 42 in bank C). If you play, you will recognize the
sound of the existing patch C009 (dash on the left tells that the two
seeds are not blended at all).

Using the mod wheel (or the Qknob), you have started to blend the 2
patches. The blending point of 52% suggests that you are listening
neither to seed#1 nor to seed#2. This percentage is pretty useful in
the blending process, as it can used as a reference point.

According to the attempts' counter, bottom right, using the TAB key
on your computer’s keyboard, you have shuffled your 2 original seeds
three times. Each time, all sound parameters are randomly shuffled
between the 2 seeds, thus creating 2 new seeds. The dash to the right
tells you that the blending point has reached its maximum value and
you are listening to seed#2. The blending process can only be
activated using the Qknob. The mod wheel logo is crossed out
meaning that the mod wheel on your keyboard has no effect on the
blending process but drives modulations based on the mod wheel.
During the blending process, the mod wheel drives the interpolation calculation using the settings of
seed #1 and seed#2. All sound parameters are calculated by the software in real time according to the
mod wheel action. This way, lots of sound flavors based on the 2 seeds, can be generated.
At the beginning of blending operations, seed#1 and seed#2 correspond to the 2 originally chosen
patches except for few parameters of seed#2 such as: filter type, unison, voice stacked, note priority.
Always explore first, what kind of flavors can be generated with the 2 original chosen seeds by going
back and forth several times with the mod wheel.
By pressing the TAB key on your computer’s keyboard, you generate 2 new seeds by randomly
shuffling sound parameters between the 2 original seeds. Each time you press the TAB key, the
attempts counter is incremented in the display (this counter is used to give unique names to patches
during blending operations).
At any time, you can set a sound parameter to your own value. As soon as you manually set a value for
a parameter, the blender engine keeps it untouched, and displays it in a specific color. You can release
a manually touched parameter and have it back under the blender engine control. For that, set it to its
max value and then to its min value. This done, the blender engine will regain control on it, and will
not anymore display it in a specific color.
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During blending operations, if you are happy with what you hear, you can save the current patch using
the usual ‘save’ feature. A suggested name for the saved patch is generated per the names of the 2
seeds used to create the new patch.
If you want to use the mod wheel for modulation purpose (and not as main blending command), press
the space bar on your computer’s keyboard. This will freeze your blending point and the mod wheel
logo in the display will appear locked. To be able to blend again using the mod wheel, press the
spacebar one more time (or use the Qknob of the UI).
To end blending operations, chose
‘stop blender’ menu option.

During blending operations the
memory position of seed#1 is used
as a sandbox. You will be asked if
you want to preserve the last
blender result for seed#1 or to fully
restore the memory of your synth.
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V – Using the plugin
Complete the instructions detailed in sections I and II of this manual before using the plugin.
Here are the plugin’s main features:
• it allows patch and bank selection without manually adjusting the settings on your synth’s front
panel,
• it provides a faithful representation of your synth’s front panel depending on the current patch
bank selection,
• It delineates the plugin’s range of automation of synth controls receiving MIDI CC (see picture
below),
• the state of the plugin is saved with your audio project so that next time you will open it, you’ll be
automatically positioned on the patch bank, and any changes made with parameters available on
the front panel resent to the synth.
• The plugin automatically detects polyflex multi and plays accordingly if your DAW can
simultaneously outputs MIDI data to multiple MIDI channels.

Here are the controls available for
automations.
Regarding the Qknob and the bank
selector: don’t be too greedy when
automating them because a patch bank
change requires around 150 milliseconds
to be completed by the synth.

scope of automations allowed by the plugin

The first time you include the plugin in a track of your audio project, the display is empty like below
(no bank / patch name displayed).
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Select a bank, use the QKnob to select the patch you want and then play several notes on your MIDI
keyboard, this will sync your host with the synth.
When opening an audio project embedding the plugin, the behaviour of the plugin at start-up may
slightly vary from one host to another. For some hosts, the plugin syncs the host and the synth
immediately (ex : Reaper), but more often, you need to play several notes on your MIDI keyboard.
In the event your synth module was not ready (or the MIDI-out settings in your DAW had not yet been
configured), press the on-off switch on the UI of the plugin, this will re-send again* the requisite MIDI
data to properly configure your synth. You can do this at any time.
Here are things to be aware of about the plugin in comparison to the standalone app:
• the plugin does not provide a virtual extended panel allowing full review of the sound parameters
or bank catalog,
• the plugin does not handle with sysex messages, it only provided tweaking of sound parameters
that receives MIDI CC,
• the plugin does not allow to select hard drive banks. Use the mount feature of the standalone app
if you need to work with these banks in your audio projects.

(*) except for ableton Live.
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